
ON MULTIPLIERS OF DIFFERENCE SETS

BY

H. B. MANN /ND S. K. ZAREMBA

For the notation nd terminology used in this paper see [1] chapters 6 nd
7, except that we shall write groups multiplicatively. Let () denote the
Jcobi symbol [4, pge 168], primitive m-th root of unity, nd R the field
of rtionl numbers.
Newman [3] proved the following theorem" If D is a cyclic difference set

wih parameters v, k, X, n ]c 2q, q a prime, (Tq, v) 1 then q is a
mulgiplier of D.
Turyn [5] generalized Newman’s result in vrious wys. Turyn’s result is

the following"

THEOREM 1. Le D be an Abelian difference seg with parameters v, k, having
n k 2=q, q odd primes, (v, q) 1. Let q (v),
i 1,... ,s. Ifv 0 (7) let (1) +1. ThentisamultiplierofD.

Turyn lso remarks that () + 1 if v 0 (7) nd if any of the a is odd’
This follows because () 1 implies q 1 (7) and by Theorem 7.2 of
[1] ai must be even.
In this pper we shull be ble to remove the restriction () + 1 for v 0

(7) for number of cases including all difference sets with n > and

We note in prticular that for s 1, Theorem 1 implies that q is multiplier
if () + 1 and that q is always multiplier.
The cases which are not settled by Turyn’s theorem are of special interest

because the existence of such difference set with () -1 would in fact dis-
prove the conjecture that every divisor of n is multiplier. For () --1
implies (*) --1 and Corollary 7.2.2 of [1] shows that q is not multiplier
since n is not u square. We shall however be able to prove nonexistence of a
difference set in a large class of cases including all difference sets with n X

Combining Turyn’s result with theorem 7.3 of [1] we can restrict ourselves
to values v, , where-- X n 2q, q H=q
I q (v), i 1,-.-, s, v 0 (7), () --1,

n>hq,
where the q are distinct odd primes.
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It follows from I that () -1 and that bi 1 (2). This implies that
the parity of the order of mod any divisor of v is the same as that of q and
in particular that (q) (1) for every divisor vl of v.
We first prove

THEOREM 2. There is no difference set with parameters v, k, k satisfying I in
a group G of order v with a subgroup of order 49.

Proof. Under the conditions of theorem 2 there exists a homomorphism
mapping G into G1, a group of order 49. This homomorphism extends to the
groupring of G. Let D ]1 a g correspond to D in this homomorphism.

Then

(1) DD(--1) G A- 2q,
where is an integer. Now let ql be a prime factor of q. Then since () 1
we have q 1 (7) nd q21 1 (49). Hence

(x(n( --1) ), q) (x(D), q) ql

for every non-principal character x of G1. Since this is true for every prime
factor q of q we have

x(D) -= 0 (q)

for every non-principal churacter of G. Hence from lemma 7.3 of [1] we get

(2) DI G A- qH, g integral.

Substituting this into (1) gives

(3) HH(-1) *G + 2,

with integral
The following lemma shows that (3) cnnot be solved in integers.

LEMMA. Let A a g be an element of the grouping of a group G of order
v over the integers where v is a power of an odd prime. Suppose

AA(-1) n A- G.

x n-4-rv, 0 < x < v;

(4)

then

(5) nA-->x.=
Moreover equality in (5) implies that either A or -A is congruent to a difference
set mod G.

Proof. From (4) we have

a ex A- rv e +/-1

(6) ( a) n + kv

_,a=nA-h.
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The first two equations of (6) give

(7)

We set ag r + bg then

), A- 2erx -f- r2Y.

n -4- E a, r2v -4- 2r E b A- E b2, r2v 4- 2r x -4- E b

Combining this with (7) we get

n A- r Eb2 Ebl x.

Moreover equality implies that b can take only the values 1 or 0, if we choose
A so that a, > 0 for at least one g. Hence the 1emma.

Applying the lemma to (3) we have n 2, x 10, 2 which shows that
(3) has no integral solutions and proves Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. If the conditions I are satisfied and if a prime factor q of q is

of even order with respect to a prime factor p of v, p 7, then no v, k, k difference
set exists.

Proof. We map G homomorphically into the group Rv of residues mod p.
This mapping maps D into D v=-0 a x, where x is a generator of Rv
satisfying (for some integer g)

DDI(-1) gRvA-2q

The conditions I imply that

(x(D(t) ), q) (x(D), q)

and therefore
x(D)x(DI(-t) 0 (q)

for every non-principal character x of R. Hence

(8) D D(-t) ttRv 4- qF
where x(F) 2 and FF(- 1) 4. A calculation presented in detail in [2]
shows this to be impossible for p 7 unless F 2x’. Multiplying (8) by
D(t) we get D(t) x-D. But if q is of even order with respect to p then
must be of even order with respect to p (see condition I). Hence we have

t-I (p)

for some f, and it follows that

n( -1) D xn
But this contradicts

x(D)x(D( 1)) 2q

because 2 is not a square in R(v).
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for every prime divisor ql of q.
we have

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
We now consider the case n > k, (, q) 1. We have

Hence

(9) 4q

Since 2q > ), > q this implies

4q2- 2 2h or 4q

:But 4q d 2 (3) and therefore h 2q 1. Hence the only solution in this
case is

(10) v 8q2- 1, k 4q2- 1, k 2q2- l.

We now assume that the conditions I are satisfied and the parameters v, k,
are given by (10). An easy calculation shows that

I-Ienee if v 7vl, (v, 7) 1 and (g) 1

Hence

1.
/)1

for some prime divisor of v. Hence no difference set can exist by Theorem 3.
Together with Theorems 1 and 2 and Theorem 7.3 of [1] we therefore have

THEOREM 4. Let G be an Abelian group. Assume that G has a difference set
D with n k h 2n, (, n) 1, n > h, and that q (v) for every
prime divisor q ofn and some integer ft. Then is a multiplier of D.

If we drop the restriction n > ), then (9) has the additional solution
X 4q 2, and this gives

v 9q- 2, k 6q- 2, h 4q- 2.

The complementary solution to this is

(11) v 9q2- 2, k 3q, h q2.

If the parameters are given by (11) then (:*) (1)- If/) 7v, (7, v,) 1
and if (1) -1 then
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Hence by Theorem 3 if a difference set with the parameters (11) exists we
must have

(12) (21/=--q 1.

Hence we have the following theorem:

TEOaE 5. Suppose a difference set with parameters given by (11) exists
in an Abelian group G of order v 7vl (7, vl) 1. Suppose moreover that the
conditions I are satisfied. Then (2ql) -1 for every divisor q of q.
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